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Overview
• Why? – why is metaphor needed in the voice lesson?

• Overview of the physiology of the singing voice
• Relating to the voice and conveying action

• Metaphor in action

• Present study
• Examine underlying image schema

• Preliminary results
• Categorizing metaphor

• Future work



Voice Physiology 

Support – respiration, lungs

Sound source – larynx

Sound shaping – vocal tract

A (very) simple overview of the three systems involved 
in singing [1, 2]



The Voice Lesson
• Can’t see or touch the voice: a difficult interaction

• External visuals only – most of the interaction happens within the body
• Covert movements part of large, unconscious action paths

• Providing explicit direction is often unhelpful/misinformed
• Teacher instead conveys feeling and sensation through abstract language



The Voice Lesson (cont.)
Some translation from explicit movement to language is needed

Mental Musical Imagery
• Mental representations of action, sound, etc.

• Called on without actually needing to experience the sensation [3]



Metaphor in Singing
EX: projecting the voice

• Clear sound and open resonance is needed
• Project over the orchestra, intelligibility of text, desirable sound, etc.

The soft tissues of the mouth are moved so that the nasal passages at the front of the 
face are open and resonate

Try it: hum an nnnn sound, reflect on how this feels



Metaphor and Sensation
How do we describe this feeling?

What does this feel like during singing?

Physiology
• “Raise your soft palate and 

tongue so that your nasal 
passages vibrate...”

Sensation
• Feeling the buzz behind 

the eyes/in the forehead
• Doing a comparative 

exercise (like humming)

Metaphor
• “Imagine that there is a 

laser beam coming out 
from your forehead and 
going all the way to the 
back of the hall”



Metaphor and Sensation (cont.)
Focusing on a certain sensation

Singing has nothing to do with laser beams (usually), however:

- Focused, concentrated point of light
- Far-reaching, easy to see

- Originating from the correct placement in the face



Metaphor in Singing
Teacher’s 
bodily
sensations

Converted 
to abstract 
language

Metaphor 
given to the 
student

Translated by the 
student into their 
own 
sensations/body



Why 
Metaphor?

• Easier to understand and relate to

• Does not require understanding of physiology 
• Not available until recently...
• Singing is a very old tradition!

• Tradition... Hard to break
• It works!



Research Questions

Do different teachers use the same/similar metaphors?

Are the underlying image schema the same?

How do these schema relate (or not) to physiology?

Do some teachers prefer different modalities (visual, kinetic, auditory, etc.) more than others? 
Why?

How do we translate our imagery/sensation into words, and then back into imagery/sensation?

Why does metaphorical language work in teaching voice?



Interview Study
• Two-part study with vocal teachers teaching in 1-to-1 settings

• Questionnaires for assessing background and imagery: 
• BAIS (auditory) [3]
• Movement Imagery Questionnaire (MIQ-3, kinetic & visual) [6]
• Gold-MSI (musicality & other background) [4]
• Compare imagery to metaphor used [5]

• Semi-structured interview 
• Compare how teachers learned to how they teach
• Direction on fundamental vocal technique
• Analyzed with thematic analysis to code/extract schema and themes behind metaphors 

used [11]



Interview Study - Vocal Fundamentals

Supported 
breathing Body posturing

Sound 
production 

(in the larynx) 

Avoiding tension 
(esp. neck, strain 

in the larynx)

Resonance
(control over soft 

tissues)



Interview Study -
Participants
• 10 participants

• Mix of classical and contemporary styles

• Age range: 27 - 72 years (M = 40, SD = 16.1)
• Variety of teaching experience

• Variety of languages/nationalities
• Asia (Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore), Europe (Greece, 

Sweden, Italy, Portugal, UK), USA



Supported Breathing
• "blow the candle”

• “breathing was the hardest thing... actually filling up with air”

• “feel (physically touch) how tense your muscles are around your belly”

• “we would like do this *spinning mo?on with hand* onto the next phrase”

• “you were to lie there and just to see how it moved”

• ”imagining that your lungs are balloons, and then you want to fill them up the whole way”

• “when you pour water from a pitcher into a cup doesn't fill up the top or the boEom first?”

• “she would have us blow a pinwheel to show”

• “lay their hands on my lower back and feel that diaphragm, you need a physical reference for it.”

• “place their hands like around the diaphragm area.”

• “how I should support my air saying like, it's like a bowel movement”



Supported
Breathing

• Control over air/air speed, volume, and pressure
• Blowing candles, blowing pinwheels, ”spinning air”

• Awareness of the diaphragm
• Lying on the back and feeling/watching movement

• Muscular tension and resistance
• Physically touching the belly, comparing to a bowel movement (?)

• Feeling like a container
• Balloon, pouring water into a pitcher, etc. filling with air



Avoiding Tension
• “imagine you're singing it low, but you're singing it high (or actually do this), because low tends have less 

tension... it's so weird how we trick ourselves.

• “I'll make people like sway while they're singing”

• “But if you're focusing on your hand and the movement of throwing the Frisbee,”

• Moving the hand back and forth in a straight plane, “All the notes are on the same level, not higher or lower, 
just notes.”

• “your sound is like sailing through like the clouds like you're in a like you're on a plane just like easily going like 
you're already in in the air and you got it it's up high. You got it. I do a lot of like ‘you have this, you're okay, 
you got this’”

• “And I get people to physically, you don't like fake yawn, because when you start to yawn, the first few 
microseconds of your yawn is the optimum head dominant sound space. So I get them to catch that feeling... 
It's a feeling that they can hold on to, and they can return to and they know how to return to it's kind of like, 
you know, you know, Google has this information, and so you don't bother remembering it.”



Avoiding 
Tension

• Metaphors to distract/reassure

• Movement in one dimension (not higher or lower)
• Hand movements, flat sweeping motions

• Provide reference/reassurance
• Have students produce non-musical high-pitched sound (sirens)

• Body in motion
• Avoid rigid standing, swaying, flying through clouds, etc.



Resonant Space
• “imagine that their mouth is like a megaphone. And that, like our mouths are built to project”

• “like a dart being like we like, not only do we want the note to be exact, but we want it to like, we want it to 
have like energy behind it's like, ‘hmmm dat!’”

• “you're gonna pretend you have an apple, you're gonna bite into it. But before you close your mouth, you're 
just gonna freeze right there. Get your mouth to be right here.”

• “Imagine that there is a laser beam coming out from your forehead and going all the way to the back of the 
hall”

• “...pretend that your parents are at the very back of the auditorium. Can they hear you?”

• “So I would, for example, say to them, right, what if you get a really tasty food? Mmmm And then just get 
them from the reaction to hear that resonance. In real life, and then just translate it in, in singing.”

• “buzzing in the forehead”



Resonant
Space

• Focusing on the forehead
• Sensations of buzzing
• pinpointing the space where resonance happens
• Real-life context, smelling something

• Width, opening the mouth
• Lifting the soft palate, wide open space

• Focusing on a place far away
• Distance, at the back of the hall, etc.



Results



Results (cont.)



Some (preliminary) Conclusions
• Metaphor works because it allows us to focus on certain elements of the body
• Roundabout way of focusing on the active body part
• Physiology is hardly mentioned
• Metaphors are ingrained, remembered after decades
• People may prefer imagery and metaphor which matches their own imagery aptitude



The vocalist-voice relationship revolves around these internal 
representations of body movement, sound, and sensation.

Metaphors let us relate to these abstract ways of thinking and 
feeling, and allow us to pull from other life experience, focus on 
certain sensations and body parts, and help us lean into healthy 

behaviors and away from unhelpful behaviors.



Future Work
• More interviews scheduled – 15 total 

participants expected

• Explicit quantitative review of schema types
• Correlation analyses to determine if there is a 

link with teacher imagery scale aptitudes
• Robust thematic analysis of interviews [7]

• Continued in teacher cognition study (with 
Anja!)
• adaptation of metaphor through the lesson to meet 

student needs
• Lesson observation to see metaphor in action



Future Work (cont.)
A very (very) brief link to my PhD:

• Augmenting the vocalist-voice relationship
• Using technology to strengthen the 

relationship singers have with their body
• Designing wearables for performance, 

rehearsal, and use in the voice lesson

• Sonification of covert muscular movements 
through surface electromyography (sEMG)
• Muscle activations are turned into sound
• Externalize the internal relationship
• Question and examine movements and 

interact with the body in new ways



Thank you so much!
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